Problems and opportunities

**Time - Money - Language**

Only 15% of people have sufficiently high income. The remaining 85% cannot afford themselves to constantly travel personally around the world, as it is expensive for them.

Problem No. 1: The **fund expenses** for personal travels around the world are very high for 85% of the world’s population.

Problem No. 2: Personal travels require considerable **time expenses**.

Problem No. 3: **Ignorance of languages and cultures of foreign countries.**

Due to these problems, people and companies are deprived of many **opportunities**.

If people get a **new communication opportunity**, they can change and improve their lives.

**AVATARA – disrupting the telepresence industry**

Revolution in Media, Education, Business, Shopping, Entertainment
Problem Solving

What can you get from a remote area today? A photo, video recorded and video from a fixed camera.

What cannot be obtained from a remote area today? Personal virtual presence without language problems.

The problem solution are AVATARA services that allow personal virtual presence anywhere in the world without any language problems.

The world has matured technologically for AVATARA services, as mobile communication allows full-scale video broadcasting via the Internet.

AVATARA opens up the middle class of people the following opportunities available to rich people: easy moving around the world, researching international markets and making trading agreements in any language, searching for new products and buying their samples, communicating with the best world competencies within their territory, buying branded things at world’s sales, etc...

AVATARA services can save time for rich people as well, provide language service and help them to get to know the cultural features of any country via Avatara person.

How many such people and companies of medium income are there?
The answer is several billion people and several million companies. All of them are potential customers of the AVATARA technology.
HOW IT WORKS TODAY?

Avatara is a new profession for millions of people around the world

Avatara is a person working for you at $5-50 per hour. Avatara has a phone with a camera or a video glasses and an Internet connection. Avatara connects with you via Skype (for example) and broadcasts video and audio in mono or stereo formats. You can also use any other video broadcasting technology with video recording feature. In case your Avatara does not speak a required language, you can connect an interpreter to the communication channel by finding them on the AVATARA website. In addition to video glasses, Avatara person can use a tablet PC or a phone for your interaction with a collocutor via Skype.

Blockchain

A secure transaction between Customers, Avatara persons, and Translators builds on the Blockchain technology.
GADGETS YOU CAN USE FOR BROADCASTING

In addition to telepresence services, AVATARA company will produce branded traditional and stereo video glasses. These glasses can be useful in every family for the remote broadcasting when it is needed.

*The market of AVATARA gadgets includes almost every family.*
GETTING A BROADCAST

To a common or stereo monitor

In 3D gadgets
FIND YOUR AVATARA ON THE WORLD MAP

On the interactive world map at the website www.avatara.world, an Avatara specifies themselves incognito to customers can find and connect to them. Any person in any location worldwide can get temporary or permanent income by being connected to the AVATARA system.

You can choose more expensive or cheaper Avatara person at the desired location, with appropriate equipment and Internet connection. Different Avatara register in their cities not showing themselves on the map, super professionals working on Mass Media with the professional video equipment or Avatara persons who made it regular job. Avatara at exhibitions, stores, casinos, tourist cities, conferences, etc.

Multi-colored dots moving at the interactive map of AVATARA portal – are Avatara persons ready to perform customer's tasks.
Relationship between an Avatara, Customer and Interpreter

For ordering Avatara services, a Customer has to purchase AvataraCoins (VTR-tokens). The Customer chooses their Avatara and Interpreter by parameters, gets their consent and deposits VTR-tokens to the secured account. The safe transaction between the Customer, Avatara, and Interpreter takes place in Blockchain.

The image of AVATARA logo on street doors and websites of exhibitions, stores, etc.)

The Avatara icon can be placed on entry doors and web pages of different businesses and companies where you can get AVATARA services. However, if the desired store is not yet a participant of the program, you can always find an Avatara person on the mobile app map and visit that place. Business is interested to have its own Avatara among the staff.
String correspondent

Registering on the website every person can become a reporter for Avatara news agency and sign a formal contract for content production from anywhere worldwide.

A customer acquiring AVATARA services actually gets services from AVATARA news agency, executed by Avatara persons. Tourists using interpreter-guides are Avatara persons for themselves. Tourists (who use interpreter guides) are Avatara persons for themselves.

Not only a person can be an Avatara, but it also a robot or a drone can be

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Robot</th>
<th>Drone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avatara is a new job for anybody worldwide. Everyone can be an Avatara - both a professional reporter with the proper equipment or just a person with Google glasses or a mobile phone with a camera. Everybody has a mobile phone or a tablet PC that inevitably entails mass using of AVATARA.</td>
<td>Avatara connects with you, and you see their world through their eyes, hear as if it's your own ears, move wherever you need and communicate with associates. You can even have a translation inserted.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AVATARA Mobile

- Search
- Registration
- My Account
- Equipment
In the nearest future, the direct connection between two consciousnesses (Customer and Avatara) will be possible. The connection with information interception in the brain from the visual and auditory Avatara channels. You will be able to see and hear with 100% quality. Such experiments are already underway, and they are successful. What will the demand? Since the technology will be perfect, we expect the mass demand. Up to 10% of the adult population supposed to use AVATARA technology.
MARKET RESEARCH CONFIRMS

THE HIGH DEMAND
FOR THE AVATARA SERVICES

Polls of media, companies, adults and students have shown that everyone is ready to use the technology and are waiting for it to enter the market.

Professional correspondents can play the role of Avatara person in their city for the media from other cities.

Students are ready to be Avatara persons. Paper and electronic media are ready to order reportages and buy ready-made interesting reports.

Companies want to save money and attend conferences and exhibitions remotely via Avatara person.

It turned out that AVATARA is the rescue for paper media – their print circulations are catastrophically falling, and they need a source of interesting content for their websites.

Everyone especially likes the opportunity to make purchases through Avatara person in any of the World’s shops.
MARKET GROWTH POTENTIAL
## MARKET VOLUME

There are 480 cities with a population over a million and 2,600,000 medium and small towns in 251 countries in the world.

We will take into account only cities with a population of one million or more (we will not take into account 2,600,000 other cities).

<p>| AVATARA EXHIBITION | 1,440,000 orders per year | About 30 interesting exhibitions are held in 480 cities with a population over a million around the world per year, which totals to 14,400 exhibitions. If 100 people want to visit each of these exhibitions remotely, we will get 1,440,000 orders per year through AVATARA service. |
| AVATARA NEWS TV | 2,400,000 orders per year | There are more than 1,000,000 media in the world that need interesting fresh content and news. We conducted researches – asked the media if they would use Avatara person, and everyone said they would. Even 5% of 1 million is 50,000 media, daily using AVATARA = 2,400,000 orders per year. |
| AVATARA INDIVIDUAL NEWS | 1,000,000 orders per year | 1,000,000,000 active adults on Earth can now receive their personal news. Even 0.1% is 1,000,000 orders per year. |
| AVATARA YOUTUBE | 1,000,000 orders per year | There is 1 billion YouTube channels and every YouTube channel owner can use Avatara person to create interesting content. Even 0.1% is 1,000,000 orders per year. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AVATARA EDUCATION</th>
<th>1,000,000 orders per year</th>
<th>All educational institutions in the world can invite teachers. All students can periodically learn from the best teachers in the world. We estimate the demand of at least 1,000,000 orders per year.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AVATARA SHOPPING</td>
<td>1,000,000 orders per year</td>
<td>Anyone can make a purchase in any store in the world. The demand can be estimated at a minimum of 1% of all purchases made today through online stores around the world. Buyers can join to pay an Avatar person together. Big stores can have free Avatar person. We estimate the demand of at least 1,000,000 orders per year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVATARA ENTERTAINMENT</td>
<td>5,000,000 orders per year</td>
<td>Anyone can visit any entertainment in the world. Today, for example, according to statistics, more than 100 million people a year play in online casinos, and</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5% (5 million people) of them will play in real world-famous casinos through Avatara person. We estimate the demand of at least a 5,000,000 orders per year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AVATARA CONFERENCE</th>
<th>288,000 orders per year</th>
<th>Approximately 20 interesting conferences are held in 480 cities with a population over a million per year (9,600 conferences). If even 30 people want to attend the conference remotely, we get 288,000 orders per year.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AVATARA SOCIAL</td>
<td>640,000 orders per year</td>
<td>500 people with disabilities in 480 cities with a population of more than a million will make an order per year = 240,000 orders per year. Hikikomori – 300,000 orders a year. Helping children in poor countries – 100,000 orders per year.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AVATARA company also plans to create its own news TV channel A*NEWS (up to 3 million viewers) and produce gadgets under its brand – simple video glasses and video glasses with 3D broadcasting (up to 1 million sales per year).

These projects will bring additional profit.
WHO IS THE MASS BUYER?

The huge benefit for people and companies with small and medium incomes.

There are people and companies with a high, medium or small income. Thanks to AVATARA project, people and companies with medium and small income get all the same opportunities that rich people have, but in 100 times cheaper.

AVATARA project opens opportunities of rich people to the middle class - easy moving around the world, researching international markets and trade agreements in any language, finding new products and buying their samples, communicating with the best world experts in their territories, buying branded things on world sales, etc.

How many such people/companies? The answer is several billion people/million companies. All of them are potential customers of AVATARA technology.

THE EXCLUSIVENESS OF AVATARA SERVICE IN THE WORLD

AVATARA is first service in the world of such a kind. There cannot be many services as AVATARA, based on customer’s feedback. It is convenient to find an Avatara person in any country in one place, and for the Avatara person, it is convenient to work in the same system, with the maximum concentration of customers.
Company’s Business Model

Services
AVATARA receives a percentage from each transaction between Customers, Avatara persons, Translators, Shops, Exhibitions, Conferences, Media, Casinos, Hotels, Museums, etc.

Gadgets
Sales of professional gadgets for AVATARA (traditional and 3D gadgets, etc.) under the AVATARA brand. The market for gadgets is enormous.

News
AVATARA has its own TV channel A*NEWS

Future Technology
In addition, the Company plans to invest in the development of future technologies, which give an effect of 100% presence.
User Registration

All users should be registered on the platform to take actions within the system. You can register by e-mail or via social networks specified during registration.

Token Wallet

All users of the platform have their own unique wallet, which is generated automatically. A user can request a change of his/her wallet ID, which may be required if a user lost an access to his/her wallet. The password for a newly created wallet is the same as a user’s password on the platform, but it can be changed at a user’s request.

Roles: a Customer, an Avatara Person and a Translator

To get any role in AVATARA’s services, a general registration on the portal is required. After registration, you can choose the role inside the personal account on the portal you need.
User Privacy

A user’s data is divided into public and private. A user fills in his/her public data by himself/herself, and by this action, he/she gives permission to use them. The registration data and all financial data is the private data. The private data is only accessible for senior moderators and is not accessible for simple moderators.

Communication of Users

The Order has two stages: before starting the Order work and after starting the Order work. Prior to starting the Order work, approvals should be made in the AVATARA’s chat service, and during the work, the communication should be carried our in the selected chat, such as Skype or another product.

Secure Transaction

All transactions between a Customer, an Avatara person and a Translator are carried out in safe mode. First of all, a Customer’s tokens come to the average account of the system, and an Avatara person and a Translator see this. And then, after confirming the transaction by the Customer and the Executors, tokens go to the Executors. If the Customer within an hour after the work completion does not confirm the fact of the completion and does not disprove it, the system automatically pays the funds out to the Executors. If the Customer indicates that he/she wants to return the funds before the hour expiry, and the Order is not executed, and this was confirmed by the Executors, the funds shall be returned to the Customer. In case of a conflict of interest, the matter shall be transferred to the Service Arbitrage. Executors are advised to make records of their work with special software products.
Receipt of Funds by Executors and Their Implementation

After completing the work, the Executors (an Avatara person and/or a Translator) receive AvataraCoins to their accounts, less % of the system, and then they can sell them on the crypto exchange trading AvataraCoins.

Support for People with Disabilities

Any user registered on the platform can support the account of such person with tokens by transferring AvataraCoins to him/her account.

User Security

An access to wallets is only available to their owners. Passwords to accounts are not stored on the site – hashing is used for fast entering. Users can both store passwords for their wallets on the platform, and delete them for security reasons. In this case, a user should enter a password from his/her wallet, which is not stored on the AVATARA platform in each transfer of funds. Only senior moderators and top developers of the platform have an access to users’ registration data. Moderators do not have an access to users’ wallets and their IDs. No one has an access to users’ passwords.

Funds Security

The platform employees do not have an access to users’ wallets.

Confidentiality

All translations made by users are recorded in the system and encrypted. Users’ wallets are also encrypted on the platform, and any their association with player profiles is canceled out as much as possible. Any connection of wallets with the platform users is
unavailable to anyone except the AVATARA platform developers. This is necessary to resolve disputes or respond to user’s questions in case they arise. All personal data of users, including passwords, emails and all IDs of wallets, are encrypted. This protects AVATARA users in cases of hacking or information leak. Even under the worst scenario, users’ data, passwords and wallets will remain safe, and no access or money transfers can be made from them.

**Smart Contracts**

AVATARA’s tokens are created based on ERC-20. Currently, we are working on the technical description and specification of Smart contracts. Information about them will be added later. We plan to transfer to the Graphene technology in connection with the increase of the transaction price on the Ethereum platform in the future.

**Prohibited Topics and Campaigns**

All actions that carry reputational risks or may harm the health or reputation of other people should be prohibited on the platform. Such topics, as distribution of drugs, weapons, pharmaceutical products or any illegal products should be prohibited for requests to Avatara and Translators. Since the platform does not set an age rating, pornographic requests should be also prohibited. In case of violation of these requirements or any other violation of any country legislation, the participants of this action (“the Customer – the Avatara person – the Translator”) and other participants of the action should bear all responsibility. The AVATARA Company, its employees and its Services should not be involved in this action. No claims should be able to be brought to AVATARA against any violations of the law made by the participants of the action (“the Customer – the Avatara person – the Translator – and other participants of the action”).
Road map

2011

We are the first who came up with the idea and published it in Mass Media, but there was no proper internet connection for broadcasting high-quality video in early 2011. Today, the time for AVATARA has come, and we create a new profession and a new service for millions of people across the globe. AVATARA in 2011 media >>>

08/2018

Start of the ICO

09/2018

Admission to the team for the global platform and the mobile application development. Technical department recruitment for preparing operating manuals for various types of AVATARA gadgets.

10 - 11/2018

The teamwork at running the platform and entering the market. Building the global partners network.

AVATARA will launch their services just within 1.5-2 months

The full operating of AVATARA services will start within 1.5-2 months after finishing the ICO. Finally, the website supposed to work on more than 50 languages but in the beginning, we will start with the most popular 12 languages, gradually adding new ones. With the help of raising funds through the ICO, we are going to launch the advertising campaigns in the each of 251 countries across the world together with the creating new language versions of the website.
06 - 07/2018
Launching the first versions of the portal and the mobile application (12 languages). Research regarding the production of traditional and stereo video glasses under the AVATARA brand. Expanding the global partners network.

12/2018 - 03/2019
Gadgets production and building of distribution network in collaboration with partners.

04 - 08/2019
Services and gadgets sales promotion in countries, speaking on the first 12 languages.

04 - 10/2019
Running of the rest popular languages, and expansion to relevant countries.

11/2019
Creation of new AVATARA gadgets.

12/2019 - 05/2020
The successive expansion of new language markets. Research for developing the technologies of the future.
Research and making the "consciousness - consciousness" direct data transmission technology.

Promotion and sales of "consciousness - consciousness" direct data transmission technology.

**Funds Distribution Plan**

The funds raised during the ICO will be distributed as follows:

53% **R&D and the Team, Operational spends, Employees, Office, etc.**

24% Place, global marketing, and affiliate network

Setting up the network of regional offices in 251 countries of the world along with franchise partners in the largest metropolitan cities. The network is essential to sell gadgets and providing customers with the global support. AVATARA technology promotion.

12% Owners and developers’ bonus

Bonuses of regional partners and owners.

6% Payment for pr & marketing services done for ICO

Payment for pr & marketing services for ICO.

3% AVATARA community

Avatara is a new profession for millions of people around the world and needs in its community development. Values formation, work rules, and normative documents.

2% Legal compliance

Legal issues related to the business operation in different countries and jurisdictions around the globe.
Token & Terms of purchase for ICO
We offer an interesting token AvataraCoin. The token can be of both strategic and short-term interest for buyer.

The token is not a share, according to the Howey test. The token is created based on the Ethereum Blockchain (ERC20).

**AVATARACOIN**

The short name of the VTR token (aVaTaRa).
The demand for AvataraCoin will be great, as no one can use AVATARA’s services without AvataraCoin. AvataraCoin serves the system operation, and all prices for services of Avatara persons and Translators in the system are indicated in AvataraCoins. The customer buys them to receive the service.

This **UTILITY** token is not a share, according to the Howey test (see Legal Section). However, we prohibit the USA citizens to buy tokens to avoid any incidents.

**DISTRIBUTION OF TOKENS**

Maximum issue of tokens 7 320 000 000 VTR
Buyers 60% = 4,392,000,000 VTR (Unrealized tokens will be burned).
Owners 21% = 1 537 200 000 VTR (These tokens will be frozen for a year).
Project development 19% = 1 390 800 000 VTR.

**Information on the sale of AvataraCoin on Pre Sale, Pre ICO and ICO: https://avatara.world/ico**
Our Team

Sergey Isakov
FOUNDER AND CVO

Dear friends!
I’m a founder of the Avatara project and I have a great experience in the development of innovative projects. To implement the Avatara project, I’ve gathered a team that is going to make the world more accessible to everyone. Such a project cannot be implemented without innovative technologies, so we need funding to develop and promote the project in 251 countries.
I’m inviting you to cooperate with us. Let’s make the world more accessible!

Nikolay Ignatenko
FOUNDER AND CEO

He several times visited the US President Jimmy Carter and was his guest by invitation, he visited the US President Bill Clinton, the financier George Soros and other famous people.
He is a winner of international competitions of cinema, television and TV journalism. Trained and worked at TV companies, such as CNN, BBC and other well-known companies. He taught at universities of the USA, Great Britain and Sweden. He has chemical, pedagogical, geological, media and television education.
He likes climbing mountains and reaching peaks of the world.
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Evgeniy Svirskiy
PROGRAMMING DEPARTMENT
Co-founder of AVATARA has substantial experience in creating cloud software platforms.

in

Oleg Delev
MARKETING DEPARTMENT
Master of Business Administration, based in the USA.

in

Elgar Aliev
STRATEGIC DEPARTMENT
Experience in business strategy development, concept development, product development and project execution. Brand management and online marketing.

in

Sergey Chernov
TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT FOR GADGETS
AVATARA gadgets development. Experienced in IT and other technical fields.

in

Aleksandr Tseitlin
CUSTOMER SUPPORT DEPARTMENT
AVATARA co-founder. 15 years of experience in IT systems administration and customer support.

in

George Railcan
DESIGNER AVATARA
Senior UI/UX Designer at Mozilla. Washington D.C.
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Aleksandr Shmaylov
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Much experienced in international development with Daimler-Benz Deutschland, Mercedes-Benz, Volvo Truck Corporation.

Aleksandr Novikov
LAYOUT DEPARTMENT
Full Stack Developer with experience of over 8 years.

Tatyana Chernova
DEPARTMENT FOR WORK WITH CHINA
Experienced in various business activities at many international companies for more than 10 years especially in China.

All team https://avatara.world/ico
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Advisors

Anders Larsson
BLOCKCHAIN & TECHNICAL ADVISOR
Vice President of Ericsson. Included in the world’s top 5 blockchain advisors.

James Collins
VENTURE CAPITALIST
CEO, Investor & ICO Advisor, Fintech Blockchain

Joakim Holmer
CRYPTO INVESTOR AND CO-FOUNDER ALLCOINWIKI

Stefan Bergström
TECH & ICO ADVISOR, CRYPTO INVESTOR
Experienced private angel investor, advisor and serial entrepreneur based in Sweden.

Anthony Abunassar
ICO ADVISOR
Ex VP, Goldman Sachs, ex VP J.P. Morgan. ICO advisor based in Malta.

Arthur Pinchuk
BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY ADVISOR
IT Solution Architecture, 15 years of IT expertise, hundreds of successfully completed web and mobile projects, blockchain and cryptoeconomics specialist.
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Philipp Rowe
EXPERT ON INTERNATIONAL TAXATION MATTERS
Has a great international experience in financial, accounting and taxation matters. CEO of Rufil Consulting GmbH.
in
Michael Mozhechkov
CONSULTANT FOR JAPAN
He has been living and working in Japan for more than 25 years.
in
Thomas Piehlig
CONSULTANT FOR EUROPE
He works in RehauAG & CoHof. Bavaria, Germany.
in
All Advisors https://avatara.world/ico
AVATARA’s **Bounty Bonus Program**

For all willing participants and supporters of AVATARA company, a global PR promotion program is open to promote AVATARA’s ICO in the world. We are glad to everyone who will join the program and will participate in the development of the project promoting the AVATARA project. The earlier you join the Bounty Program, the more bonuses you will receive after completing it.

You receive bonuses by performing tasks by the following categories: Bitcoin talk signature campaign, maintaining discussions in the official thread on BTT, Twitter and Facebook forums, creating videos and writing articles. If you come up with a new PR idea that will be interesting to media, you will receive special prize bonuses. Please write to our support service if you have any questions.

The Bounty program [https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3019942.msg31063968#msg31063968](https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3019942.msg31063968#msg31063968)
FAQ

The database of questions and answers will be constantly updated on the ICO project page. You can ask any questions on the Company’s e-mail indicated at the bottom of any page or in the Telegram chat.
We conducted legal due diligence to ensure that the AvataraCoin Digital Tokens meet the legal requirements of the Initial Coin Offering at the ICO stage. According to our lawyers and after performing the Howey test, we can state that these tokens are not securities and do not need registration. The AVATARA project focuses on the legislative regulation of ICOs, digital tokens and transactions with crypto currency to provide users and buyers with safe and reliable solutions.

Users or other companies do not mine AVATARA’s tokens. AVATARA’s tokens are always supported by funds of AVATARA’s service customers, so AVATARA’s tokens are always secured. The only exception is the preliminary generation of the digital token...
data for the Presale, the Pre-ICO or the ICO for consultants, lottery, Bounty campaigns, buyers, shareholders and PR campaigns.

The AvataraCoin token is intended to maintain the AVATARA ecosystem of services in 251 countries of the world – it provides the owner with the opportunity to get the service provided by an Avatara person and an Interpreter. The AvataraCoin token is intended for any services and any internal payments within the infrastructure of the eco-system of AVATARA’s services. The AvataraCoin token is also used for free bonus reward to buyers and partners of the AVATARA system. AvataraCoin is a Service Token, and the cost of its transactions is very important. Therefore, this token can be transferred later to Graphene (EOS) or another technology with a low transaction cost accompanied by amendments to this agreement.

If a token buyer who receives tokens during any of the ICO stages wishes to have a return on investment, he/she can sell his/her tokens at specialized exchanges at the current market value when the tokens are placed there.

In order to avoid any possible legal incidents, we prohibit participation of US citizens in the ICO. If, however, the US citizen bypasses this prohibition and participates in ICO, and a legal problem arises later in connection with this, subject to this agreement and the document, we assign all costs for conducting this case to the violator of this prohibition, plus he/she will have to pay us the amount of damage in triple amount of the cost of
conducting this case. By the fact of purchasing AvataraCoins, each ICO participant should agree to this provision.

In order to avoid any legal incidents associated with the state regulation of the ICO, all ICO investments will be transferred to the «Media Development Fund» and will be further transferred from the fund to the main business. This is necessary for the legal purity and smooth operation of AVATARA after it starts working all over the world.

If a legislator influencing us requires any changes regarding already completed ICO, we will post this information on AVATARA’s official website. Each token owner should be obliged to review the legal section on AVATARA’s website once a month and, if necessary, resolve the issues indicated therein or contact the manager to clarify legal nuances. In the absence of such actions, AVATARA should reserve the right to act at its own discretion to remain within the legal framework.

AVATARA should do everything to comply and not to violate the ICO legislation, but since the ICO legislation around the world is uncertain, all of the above should be our preliminary agreement with each ICO participant and should be able to be changed by us in case of changes of the legislation influential to us. We will notify all ICO participants via AVATARA’s website about this. We should guarantee that we will introduce any amendments to this agreement taking into consideration the interests of all ICO participants subject to the legislation. AVATARA should not guarantee profits to ICO participants and makes a disclaimer in case if an ICO participant does not receive the
desired profit. All cases given herein should be provided as examples and should not be able to be considered as guides to action. AVATARA should not be responsible for any actions of ICO participants leading to any consequences. The original of this document in any situations requiring intervention of third parties (courts, arbitration, etc...) is a document in Russian. Only the Russian version of this document should be deemed to be an original. If you have legal questions, you can apply to our legal department in writing, and we will answer your questions.

You should accept a waiver of guarantees of incomes or profits. The information should be provided for informational purposes only and should not be an offer or call to sell shares or securities on the AVATARA platform or any other associated or affiliated company. The above tokens should not be securities. The User should acknowledge, understand and agree that AvataraCoin should not be securities and should not be registered in any public institution as collateral, and shall not be considered as such for investments or for stock-market games. The User should acknowledge, understand and agree that the ownership of these tokens does not grant the User an exclusive right, but only provides an opportunity to receive profit, income or other payments or revenues related to acquisition, storage, management or disposal, execution, repurchase or expiration of validity of any right, interest, ownership or privilege on the AVATARA platform or any other assets of the AVATARA project, in whole or in part. No guarantees
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should be available that AvataraCoin will grow in price. If this happens, no guarantees should be available that the rate of these tokens will not decrease, as well significantly, due to some unforeseen circumstances or events beyond the control of the developers, or due to force majeure circumstances.

Risks associated with Ethereum. AvataraCoin should be issued on the Ethereum blockchain. In this regard, any failure or malfunctioning of the Ethereum protocol can lead to the fact that the trading network of the above tokens will work in an unforeseen manner.

Regulatory uncertainty. Blockchain related technologies should be subject to supervision and control by various regulatory bodies around the world. The tokens can be regulated by them, including restrictions on the use or possession of digital tokens, such as AvataraCoin, which may slow or limit functionality or other of their properties in the future.

The tokens are not an investment. AvataraCoin should not be some sort of official or legally binding investment. Due to unforeseen circumstances, appearance of new laws or regulations relating to these tokens in a country which may affect this document and the AVATARA Company (an issuer of these tokens), the goals, objectives, wordings set
forth herein should be allowed to be adjusted to meet these changes. Despite the fact that we intend to implement all provisions outlined herein, all persons and parties involved in the purchase of the above mentioned tokens should do so at their own risk and should not be able to make any claims to each other in any form, in any way, at any time, under any changes and in any field. As of the applicable legislation, investments in tokens should be donations in return of which you receive tokens.

Quantum computers. Such technical innovations as quantum computers can be dangerous for crypto currencies including AVATARA’s tokens.

Risk of loss of funds. Funds from fundraising should not be insured in any way. If they are lost or lose their value, there is no private or state insurance representative that buyers can contact.

Return of funds. If a user replenished his wallet on the AVATARA platform and received AVATARA’s tokens, but changed his/her mind about using them, he/she should be able to withdraw them from the system and sell them at the exchange where they can be purchased and sold when these tokens are registered at the exchange. This may be the internal exchange of AVATARA or the external one.

Risks of using new technologies and development. AVATARA’s tokens should be a new and relatively not proven technology. In addition to the risks mentioned herein, there should be additional risks that the team of the AVATARA platform cannot foresee.
Establishing a number of tokens. The number of tokens you receive for investment in the form of payment with crypto currency or fiat currency should be established as of the day of payment.

Due to the possible increase in transaction costs, AVATARA should change the technology platform on which tokens are located. These risks should be able to materialize in other forms of risk than those indicated here. The listed risks should be considered as force majeure, and AVATARA should not be responsible for them.

AVATARA should not be responsible for the obligations that users of AVATARA’s services provide to each other. AVATARA should be just an intermediary between users of AVATARA’s services. AVATARA should not be obliged for any responsibility for an Avatar person if he/she violates any laws of his/her country. The function of the AVATARA platform should be only to provide the opportunity of interaction of all Roles in AVATARA’s services and secure payment for services in the system.

Integration. This Agreement should constitute the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the subject matter hereof. All previous agreements, discussions, representations, warranties and conditions should be compiled herein. There should be no warranties, representations, conditions or agreements, express or implied, between the parties, except as expressly set forth herein. This Agreement should be able to be changed unilaterally by AVATARA which shall be published on AVATARA’s official
website. The original language hereof should be Russian, and all proceedings related hereto should be able to be conducted only in Russian, and parties can only appeal to this Russian-language document. All parties and participants in the interaction regarding AVATARA should agree with this statement and confirm consent with these terms of cooperation by the facts of interaction with AVATARA.

Also, see the documents RiskFactors, PrivacyPolicy and Disclaimer.
Conclusion

We express our highest esteem and thank you very much for reading this White Paper to the end. By supporting the development of the AVATARA project, you can always tell your people, with whom you share a spiritual affinity and your children about your participation in changing the world and the origin of crypto economics of the future. We invite you to join the AVATARA platform, which will give new opportunities to every person in the world. You can join us as a Buyer, Expert, Partner, Customer an Translator or a Avatara.

Do not miss the opportunity to participate in one of the most significant innovations in the world, after which the world will no longer be the same.

Are you with us?

AVATARA Team
https://avatara.world